Sustainable change is both doing new
things and doing old things in new ways
Tony Price | Principal Consultant, Virtual Clarity

What needs to change?

Over time, most enterprises have evolved ways of working and organizational silos that were
intended to deliver economies of scale, but mainly succeed in protecting the status quo.
These silos are often stuck with long-cycle bureaucratic processes that limit the rate of
change. Many businesses are crying out for faster change – they must adapt to survive in a
world where barriers to entry for competitors are falling, and those competitors do not have
the same legacy to carry.
The new world of adaptive enterprises focuses on reducing time to market, speeding
innovation and managing cost and risk. This is achieved through ‘just enough’ process,
robust automation and the delegation of decision-making to the point of action.
Of course, we recognize that in many cases the old technology is still required and will be
needed for the foreseeable future.
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Excellence is achieved by
mastery of the fundamentals
Vince Lombardi | US football player, coach, and executive
in the National Football League.

We avoid overlaying complex methodologies and frameworks. We have an open mind with no
preconceptions of the solution, which enables us to create the right team, make the right changes
and deliver the right outcome.
We do this through extensive practical knowledge and experience, combined with unique intellectual
property and obsessive return on energy. We rapidly identify the challenges by applying skills, good
principles and the latest industry approaches in small manageable increments, so you maintain
momentum.
Our expert practitioners bring multiple approaches and identify the right approach or combination
of approaches to meet your desired outcomes. And we mean expert practitioners – senior advisors
who know the difference between theoretical and achievable.
We believe in understanding the big picture whilst not becoming obsessive about
perfection. Starting with tangible activities that deliver true value and eliminate
organizational pain whilst incrementally making changes to the operating model has
proven to be both successful and effective.

We Listen

We bring our experts to the table before engaging to
make sure we understand your exact needs

We Act

We help you execute and
measure the results and we
ensure you are able to act on our
recommendation without being
locked into us

We Decide

We Observe

30,60,90
Days

We recommend actionable changes with
clear rationale supported by data and a
realistic plan
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We collect relevant data from
your people and systems using
our proprietary techniques

We Orient

We define principles, reference our own and
industry patterns, and assure the process
with expert practitioners

